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Throughout the ages, there have been many 
important advances in mobility.  Canes, walkers, 
rollators, and scooters were created to help people 
with mobility issues get around and retain their 
independence.  Lately, however, there haven’t been 
any new improvements to these existing products 
or developments in this field.  Until now.  Recently, 
an innovative design engineer who’s developed 
one of the world’s most popular products created a 
completely new breakthrough . . . a personal electric 
vehicle.  It’s called the Zinger, and there is nothing 
out there quite like it.

“What my wife especially loves is it gives her 
back feelings of safety and independence 
which has given a real boost to her 
confi dence and happiness!  Thank You!” 

–Kent C., California

The first thing you’ll notice about the Zinger is its 
unique look.  It doesn’t look like a scooter.  Its sleek, 
lightweight yet durable frame is made with aircraft 
grade aluminum.  It weighs only 47.2 lbs but can 
handle a passenger that’s up to 275 lbs!  It features 
one-touch folding and unfolding – when folded 

it can be wheeled 
around like a suitcase 
and fits easily into a backseat or trunk.  Then, there 
are the steering levers.  They enable the Zinger to 
move forward, backward, turn on a dime and even 
pull right up to a table or desk.  With its compact 
yet powerful motor it can go up to 6 miles an hour 
and its rechargeable battery can go up to 8 miles on 
a single charge.  With its low center of gravity and 
inflatable tires it can handle rugged terrain and is 
virtually tip-proof.  Think about it, you can take your 
Zinger almost anywhere, so you don’t have to let 
mobility issues rule your life. 

 Why take our word for it. You can try the Zinger
out for yourself with our exclusive home trial.  Call 
now, and find out how you can try out a Zinger of your 
very own.

Zinger Chair®

Call now and receive a utility basket 
absolutely FREE with your order. 

1-888-432-8081
Please mention code 116371 when ordering.

The Zinger and Zoomer Chairs are personal electric vehicles and are not medical devices nor wheelchairs. They are not intended for medical purposes 
to provide mobility to persons restricted to a sitting position. They are not covered by Medicare nor Medicaid.  © 2021 Journey Health and Lifestyle 85
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The Invention of the Year
� e world’s lightest and most 
portable mobility device
Once in a lifetime, a product comes along 
that truly moves people. Introducing the 
future of battery-powered personal 
transportation . . . The Zinger. 

� e Zinger folds to a mere 10 inches.

10”

Available in Green, 
Black (shown) and Blue

Now available in 
a Joystick model

(Zoomer Chair)  

Joystick can be mounted on the right or left side for rider’s comfort 
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over western Pennsylvania.
On the morning of Feb. 17, 2015, 

the magazine reports a 500-pound 
meteor streaked through the sky above 
parts of Butler, Clarion and Armstrong 
counties and triggered a sonic boom. 
In June 1938, the magazine says, a 
huge fireball lit up the evening skies 
above Chicora in Butler County. 
Scientists determined it was a 625-ton 
meteor that exploded 12 miles above 
the Earth’s surface.

Although alarming, folks managed 
to keep their sense of humor about 
the most recent episode. One person 
tweeted: “A meteor exploded over 
Pittsburgh on New Year’s Day, and 
now the Steelers are in the playoffs! 
Anything can happen!”

Bedford author, 
photographer  
gets rare honor

A “historically significant” book 
about ruffed grouse — the state bird — 
has been placed in the State Library of 
Pennsylvania’s Rare Collections section.

Author Tim Flanigan is a retired 
Pennsylvania Game Commission 
wildlife conservation officer from 
Bedford. The book, “Grouse & 
Woodcock: The Birds of My Life,” was 
published in March 2020 by Wild River 
Press and is the culmination of his 
65 years of hunting, photographing, 
studying, and writing about the birds.

2021 marked the 90th anniversary 
of the ruffed grouse being selected as 
the state bird.

“The reason they accepted it is 
there’s so much history in it about 
the connection of the ruffed grouse 
and Pennsylvania,” Flanigan told The 
Tribune-Democrat in Johnstown. “They 
said it was historically significant.”

The special leather-bound edition, 
created especially for the governor, 
will remain untouched. Another copy 
will be donated to the library for 
public use.

“It is a very unique and distinct hon-
or to have one in that rare collection,” 
Flanigan told the newspaper. “It’s not 
something that happens to every book 
or to every writer.”

The 400-page work has 40 chapters 
that cover everything from biology, 
history and habitat to wing-shooting, 
dog training and photography. 

keepingcurrent

News from across the Commonwealth

New Year’s Day  
meteor explosion  
rattles southwestern Pa.

It’s 2022. Nothing should surprise 
us anymore, but residents of south-
western Pennsylvania got quite a jolt 
on New Year’s Day when a meteor 
exploded over the skies of Pittsburgh.

Around 11:20 a.m., a flash followed 
by a loud boom shook houses and 
people, who immediately took to 
Allegheny County 911 and social 
media to relay their experiences. After 
ruling out the cause as lightning or an 
earthquake, NASA soon confirmed the 
explosion — equivalent to “30 tons of 
TNT” — was the result of a meteor, 
traveling at an estimated speed of 
45,000 miles per hour.

“Had it not been cloudy,” NASA 
tweeted, “the fireball would have been 
easily visible in the daylight sky — 
crude estimate indicates about 100 
times the brightness of the full moon.”

According to Pittsburgh magazine, 
it’s not the first time something from 
outer space has illuminated the skies 

(continues on page 18)



In the blockbuster film, when a strapping Australian crocodile hunter and a lovely 
American journalist were getting robbed at knifepoint by a couple of young punks 

in New York, the tough Aussie pulls out his dagger and he says, “That’s not a knife, 
THIS is a knife!” Of course, the punks scattered and he continues on to win the 
reporter’s heart. 
Our Aussie friend would approve of our rendition of his “knife.” Forged of high-grade 
420 surgical stainless steel, this stick tang knife is an impressive 16" from pommel 
to point.  
Secured in a tooled leather sheath, this is one impressive knife, with an equally 
impressive price. 
This fusion of substance and style 
can garner a high price tag out in the 
marketplace. In fact, we found stainless 
steel blades with bone handles in excess 
of $2,000. Well, that won’t cut it around 
here. We have mastered the hunt for the 
best deal, and in turn pass the spoils on 
to our customers. Also, receive a genuine 
leather sheath FREE when you purchase 
the Down Under Bowie Knife.
Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. 
Feel the knife in your hands, wear it 
on your hip, inspect the impeccable 
craftsmanship. If you don’t feel like we 
cut you a fair deal, send it back within 
30 days for a complete refund of the 
item price. 
Limited Reserves. A deal like this won’t 
last long. We have only 1120 Down 
Under Bowie Knifes for this ad only. 
Don’t let this beauty slip through your 
fingers at a price that won’t drag you 
under. Call today!

Stauer… Afford the Extraordinary.®

BONUS! Call today and 
you’ll also receive this genu-
ine leather sheath!

Not shown 
actual size.

14101 Southcross Drive W., Ste 155, Dept. DUK282-02
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337  www.stauer.comStauer®

*Discount is only for customers who use the offer code versus the listed original Stauer.
com price.

California residents please call 1-800-333-2045 regarding 
Proposition 65 regulations before purchasing this product.

Rating of A+

1-800-333-2045
   Your Insider Offer Code: DUK282-02
    You must use the insider offer code to get our special price.

• Etched stainless steel stick tang blade ; 16” overall • Painted natural bone and wood 
handle • Brass hand guards, spacers & end cap • Includes genuine tooled leather sheath

What Stauer Clients 
Are Saying About 
Our Knives


“This knife is beautiful!”
— J., La Crescent, MN


“The feel of this knife 
is unbelievable...this 
is an incredibly fine 
instrument.”
— H., Arvada, CO

Down Under Bowie Knife $249*  

      Offer Code Price Only $99 + S&P  Save $150

This 16" stainless steel blade is not for the faint of heart —
now ONLY $99!

Now, THIS is a Knife!
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Shine a light on home security
By Paul Wesslund

R
IN

G

energymatters

Lighting up your yard will keep 
the burglars away, right? That’s 
mostly true, but like a lot of 

things in life, it’s not that simple. A 
brightly lit yard could make it easier for 
the bad guys to see during a break-in.

From street lights to porch lights, 
studies show that better outdoor 
lighting reduces crime. But those same 
reports say that security lighting works 
best as part of a plan that takes into 
account what crooks look for.

The basic advice from law enforce-
ment, insurance companies and home 
security system vendors is don’t just 
flip on the yard light before bed. In 
fact, you may want to turn it off before 
turning in. Why? The goal is to make 
it look like people are home. Turning 
lights on and off gives your home that 
lived-in look. And if you’re not there, 
well, there’s an app for that.

Here are six tips to electrify your 
outdoor lighting tech and increase the 
security of your home:

1. Think like a burglar. Intruders 
tend to enter a home through a door, 
and they’d rather you not be home, so 
they watch for signs that people are 
at work. That’s why most burglaries 
happen in the day and why leaving 
your lights on all day and night, or 
when you’re on vacation, can be an 
advertisement that no one’s home. Do 
keep the yard lit while you’re up and 
around to show normal activity — 
turning off the porch light at bedtime 
can be a sign to a potential intruder 
that someone is in the house. Pay 
attention to spots that could cover up 
a break-in — keep trees and bushes 
trimmed.

2. Light for the right reasons. Are 
you trying to light a walkway for 
guests or keep intruders away from 
an entrance? Place lights so they 

achieve your objective. And safety isn’t 
just about reducing crime. A well-lit 
outdoor space can also prevent trips, 
falls and other accidents.

3. Enlist technology. Electronic 
timers and lights that turn on when 
they sense motion can give the 
impression that someone’s home 
and can light the sidewalk when you 
return from an outing, without leaving 
the lights on all the time. Increasingly, 
lights and fixtures can be linked to a 
smartphone so you can turn them on 
and off while you’re out and about.

4. Weigh the pros and cons of a 
home security system. Security cam-
eras, alarm systems and protection 
services offer a wide range of conve-
niences, including fire protection and 
the ability to check on your pets after 
you leave. A security camera can also 
help identify someone stealing a pack-
age delivered to your doorstep. They 
can be expensive, so do your research 
carefully and know what you’re trying 
to achieve.

5. Protect yourself from internet 
hackers. Internet-connected devices 

can be hacked by 
digital-savvy trou-
blemakers. Whether 
it’s a security camera 
or a smart lightbulb, 
these devices offer 
cyber crooks a way 
into your personal 
information. The 
basic internet secu-
rity advice is to have 
strong passwords and 
change them regularly, 
especially on your 
home’s central router. 
Keep software updated 
on your devices — 
those updates often 
add the newest cyber 

protections. Even though it’s tempting, 
don’t use social media to tell the world 
you’re on vacation. Consider sharing 
your travel photos after you get back.

6. Go old school. Besides electricity 
and technology, use people to reduce 
crime. Invite a police officer to give 
a safety briefing at a neighborhood 
meeting. They can describe the best 
steps for your area. And of all the 
crime-reducing tips, experts say 
the best one is to get to know your 
neighbors, who can recognize and 
report any out-of-the-ordinary activity.

Lighting the path to safety, it turns 
out, involves making a plan, wise use 
of technology and a little help from 
your friends. a

Paul Wesslund writes on consumer and 
cooperative affairs for the National Rural 
Electric Cooperative Association, the 
national trade association representing 
more than 900 local electric cooperatives. 
From growing suburbs to remote farming 
communities, electric co-ops serve as 
engines of economic development for  
42 million Americans across 56% of the 
nation’s landscape.

ANYONE HOME? Electronic timers and lights that turn on when they 
sense motion can give the impression that someone’s home.



For the millions of American’s suffering 
from fatigue there is finally hope.

A new study reveals our energy levels don’t 
have to decline with age.

Published by the National Institutes of 
Health, this peer-reviewed study caused shock-
waves in the scientific community. That’s be-
cause it runs counter to everything scientists 
have believed about energy levels and aging 
for years. But the evidence is undeniable. 

Researchers analyzing 142 scientific papers 
determined the key  to gaining more energy 
with age lies inside our cells — in our mito-
chondria.

Mitochondria play a critical role in generat-
ing metabolic energy. They are responsible for 
converting the food we eat into energy we can 
use. A paper published by the Department of 
Cell and Developmental Biology even called 
them “the gatekeepers” of cellular life and 
death. That’s how vital they are to the survival 
of human cells. 

However as we age, the number of our 
mitochondria declines. In addition, the mito-
chondria become susceptible to DNA damage, 
decreased function, oxidative stress and even 
mutations. All of which results in excess fa-
tigue, accelerated aging and poor health. 

But thanks to this study, America’s No. 1 an-
ti-aging doctor has been able to develop a new, 
all-natural solution that helps seniors increase 
the number of their mitochondria,  so they can 
“rewind” the clock on old age.

“By taking this one compound you can 
quickly restore the mitochondria inside your 
cells,” explains Dr. Al Sears – founder and di-
rector of the world-renowned Sears Institute 
for Anti-Aging Medicine.  

“And, once your mitochondria levels are re-
stored, you will have so much energy that you 
will feel decades younger.”

Unique Discovery 
Restores Mitochondria

For more than 20 years, Dr. Sears has been 
considered America’s No.1 anti-aging pioneer. 
He has authored over 500 scientific papers and 
has appeared on dozens of media outlets in-
cluding ABC News, CNN, Lifetime, and many 
more. 

Now, his latest discovery — a unique mole-
cule that restores mitochondria inside cells —  
is so popular that seniors all across the country 

are stocking up on this new, all-natural ener-
gy-booster.

Users say this advanced formula, sold under 
the name Ultra Accel II,  allows them to expe-
rience the energy levels they had in their 20s 
and 30s. Those who’ve been lucky enough to 
get their hands on Ultra Accel II report seeing 
remarkable, almost unbelievable results.

As John H., from Bradenton, Florida reports: 
“I’m a 70-year-old man and I’ve been taking 
Ultra Accel II for 2 ½ months. On a recent 
treadmill test, I was told that I did as well as 
several patients tested who were in their 20s.” 

As Karyn E. from Palm Beach, Florida says 
“I noticed more energy within 24 hours of tak-
ing Ultra Accel. I was thrilled to have all that 
extra strength and endurance. Then after a few 
months, I ran out... and within a week, all that 
extra energy disappeared. Now, I’ll never be 
without Ultra Accel II.” 

Study Confirms 100% Success Rate
Scientists recently gathered a group of men 

and women suffering from high levels of fa-
tigue. 

Over an eight-week period they gave the 
subjects a daily dose of Ultra Accel II’s core 
compound. The results? All of the participants 
felt a significant improvement in energy levels. 
And the study reported a 100% success rate 
in boosting the energy levels of those suffering 
from fatigue.

That’s because PQQ (CoQ10’s more power-
ful cousin) — the core ingredient in Ultra Accel 
II — is the only natural molecule that supports 
healthy numbers of mitochondria — the pow-
er generators inside your cells. 

In one study, mice fed PQQ increased the 
number of mitochondria in their cells by more 
than 55%, in only eight weeks.

In addition to feeling more energized, users 
often report feeling mentally younger, with 
fewer “senior moments” and brain fog. That’s 
because the key compound has been shown to 
stimulate the production of NGF, which helps 
trigger the growth of new brain cells.

“I’ve been taking Ultra Accel II continuous-
ly for over 12 months and I’ve found my ener-
gy levels to be as high or higher with less ex-
ercise. People can’t believe I turn 50 this year,” 
reports Wayne L.

And Jerry M. says he “noticed a difference 
within a few days... my endurance doubled. I 

love it. There really is something about Ultra 
Accel II that I can FEEL. It’s not just in your 
body either. You can feel it mentally, too. This 
is something I’ll be taking for a long time.” 

Demand For Ultra Accel II Soars
“For too long, millions of Americans have 

suffered the life-ruining effects of fatigue and 
lethargy,” says Dr. Sears when asked about the 
remarkable success of Ultra Accel II. 

“Until now, there’s never been a sci-
ence-backed solution that actually works and 
guarantees real results,” continued Dr. Sears, 
“but with the release of Ultra Accel II that all 
changes and now you can unlock an endless 
supply of all-day energy, at any age.” 

Due to the unprecedented demand and 
recent media exposure, people are struggling 
to get their hands on this low cost, prescrip-
tion-free energy booster. 

However, through our partnership with the 
Sears Institute for Anti-Aging Medicine we’ve 
managed to secure a small supply exclusive-
ly for readers of this publication. For the next 
48 hours only we’re able to offer a special dis-
counted supply of Ultra Accel II.

How To Try It Risk-Free
Ultra Accel II is not available in any store 

at any price. 

The only way to get this potent energy 
booster is by calling the Sears Health Hotline at 
1-800-836-5531 within the next 48 hours and 
taking advantage of this special offer. 

Dr. Sears is so confident in this product 
he’s protecting customers with a 100% mon-
ey-back guarantee on every order. “Just send 
back the unused bottles within 90 days of pur-
chase, and I’ll refund every penny of your pur-
chase price,” he adds.

The Hotline will be taking orders for the 
next 48 hours only. After that, the number will 
be shut down allowing them to restock.

Call 1-800-836-5531 to secure your limited 
supply of Ultra Accel II. It’s completely safe 
and no prescription is required. Those who call 
within the first 24-hours qualify for a signifi-
cant discount. To take advantage of this great 
offer use Promo Code PLUA0222 when you 
call.

THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE. RESULTS MAY VARY.

Scientists Stunned After 
Shocking Discovery Reveals 
True Cause of Fatigue
New research finds unlikely source for why some 
seniors have an endless supply of energy

PQQ Increases 
“Power Generators” by 55%

ADVERTISEMENT



The spirit of making do
By Pamela A. Keene 
Special to Penn Lines
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Last month a major winter storm 
wreaked havoc in Virginia, 
stranding highway passengers 

and leaving more than 400,000 people 
without power.

The Jan. 3 storm dumped more 
than a foot of heavy, wet snow there 
and elsewhere, making it difficult for 
restoration efforts. Answering the 
call for assistance, crews from nine 
Pennsylvania electric cooperatives 
joined the effort in Virginia. They 
returned home Jan. 12 after helping 
to bring back power to thousands of 
homes and families. 

No matter the calamity, cooperative 
line crews find a way to get it done. 

That can-do attitude not only helps 
keep the lights on, but it’s also key to 
getting through another calamity: the 
ongoing COVID-19 crisis.  

Few people would deny that the 
past two years of Americans facing 
COVID-19 have been life-changing. 
Bringing uncertainty about finances, 
personal relationships and work lives, 
the pandemic will most likely have 
long-lasting affects many people would 
never have anticipated.

“Over the past year, nearly every 
Valley Rural Electric Cooperative 
(REC) employee has been impacted by 
COVID in some form,” Vice President 
of Member Services Doug Roles says. 

And while Valley REC’s four offices 
have reopened to the public and its staff 
is operating on a regular schedule, the 
world itself is far from business as usual 

as the pandemic continues its roller-
coaster run. 

Many people are still working from 
home, a long-term situation that 
can create feelings of isolation and 
loneliness. Families and friends are also 
restricting their social interactions, and 
much-anticipated annual gatherings 
— everything from car shows to co-op 
member events — are being canceled, 
scaled-down, or moved online.

“Our three district nominating 
meetings, which normally are fire-
hall dinner meetings in February, are 
canceled again this year,” Roles says. 
“The last time we held those meetings 
in person was 2020, prior to the start of 
the pandemic.”

Moving through post-pandemic stress to embrace a new normal
(Editor’s note: This article is part of a 

health and wellness series developed by the 
National Electric Cooperative Statewide 
Editors Association. Penn Lines staff also 
contributed.)

A CAN-DO SPIRIT: Claverack Rural Electric 
Cooperative crews travel to Virginia to help 
restore power after a major Jan. 3 snowstorm. 
That can-do spirit, a staple of electric cooper-
atives, can be useful in overcoming something 
else: the COVID-19 crisis.
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Mental health impact
Meanwhile, mask-wearing, 

vaccinations and testing have become 
routine, and stress has become a 
byproduct of the COVID-19 world.

“In some ways, we have adjusted to 
life during the pandemic — so much 
so that all the stress we face can start to 
feel normal, but the challenges we face 
are anything but normal,” says Cortland 
Dahl, Ph.D., chief contemplative officer 
at Healthy Minds Innovations and 
scientist at the Center for Healthy Minds 
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
“Research is showing that the effects of 
the pandemic on our mental health are 
much more far-reaching than we first 
thought.”

Dr. Kelly Holder, director of the 
Office for Professional Mental Health 
at Penn State Health and Penn State 
College of Medicine, agrees: “We are 
well aware of the negative impact 
COVID-19 has had on the economy. 
[Data] suggests that we should be just 
as focused, or more so, on the impact 
COVID-19 has had on mental health.

“Mental health and wellness is 
impacted by multiple dimensions 
(employment, finances, health and 
spirituality, among others). COVID-19 
has impacted several of these domains,” 
she adds, “and therefore our mental 
health is in jeopardy.”

A recent study from the U.S. Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention 
found nearly 31% of American adults 
had an anxiety or depressive disorder 
related to the pandemic. Dahl isn’t 
surprised.

“Remember that it’s totally natural to 
feel the struggle to make it through the 
day, and these feelings are predictable 
responses,” Dahl says. “It’s important to 
keep in mind that you’re not alone in 
these challenging times.”

Adapting to a pandemic lifestyle  
requires self-examination, contempla-
tion and a fresh approach to managing 
time, family and pressures that seem to 
be more present than ever before.

“Living with this level of long-term 
stress, anxiety and lack of enjoyment 
can cause health problems such as heart 
disease, obesity, cognitive decline and 

depression,” says Katie Sandler, The 
Impact Coach, based in Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida. “Recognizing that chronic stress 
can negatively affect physical and mental 
health is the first step toward achieving 
better well-being. And there are some 
very doable techniques to make it 
through these challenging times.”

New challenges, new normal
Clearly, though, the post-COVID 

world has brought with it a new set of 
fears and challenges. 

“During the pandemic, people began 
to isolate themselves and change their 
social behaviors, in effect cutting 
themselves off from the very networks 
that had previously helped them cope,” 
Dahl says. “Being told that COVID-19 
could spread through contact with 
other people meant that all of a sudden 
people didn’t go shopping or to 
community events, and they stopped 
inviting friends to their homes or 
venturing out to visit family.”

Like other cooperatives, Gettysburg-
based Adams Electric Cooperative (EC) 
is a member-focused organization, but 
concerns about employee and public 
health and safety led it to make changes 
at its four offices, which for the time 
being are open by appointment only.

“I never thought it would come to 
this, but we have to think differently 

now and adjust — there’s no other way 
around it,” says Kami Noel, Adams EC 
Communications/Member Relations 
Coordinator.

Noel adds, that while face-to-face 
interactions with members have been 
limited during the pandemic, the coop-
erative is supporting them in other ways. 
It’s offered increased financial support 
through its Project Helping Hand pro-
gram and donated to a number of local 
nonprofits and other organizations.

Dahl says that for close to two 
years, people have compensated by 
developing a “new normal” to stay in 
touch with family, friends and work 
associates. 

“In effect,” he says, “these new 
coping behaviors have removed 
genuine social interaction and support 
and replaced it with faces on a 
computer or phone screen.”

The key, he says, is to realize that 
physical distance between people 
doesn’t mean social distance.

“You can feel support from others 
without being in the same room,” 
he says. “For instance, you can use 
a technique we call ‘appreciative 
meditation’ to connect with someone 
by recalling their positive qualities. 
Role play in your mind to bring back 
a moment when this person was kind 
to you and re-create those feelings of 



see the indicators: increased fatigue, 
burn out, foggy brain and a sense of 
feeling disconnected or alone. Although 
you’re tired, you’re not falling asleep 
easily or, worse yet, you’re tossing and 
turning all night.” (Note: If this sounds 
familiar, turn to page 21 for some tips 
on getting a better night’s sleep) 

Sandler suggests that practicing 
“mindfulness” can be a valuable strategy.

“Mindfulness is synonymous with 
being fully present and paying attention 
to what is happening in the moment,” 
she says. “Being mindful can literally 
become a hard break from spiraling 
stress to allow you to focus on the here 
and now, identify feelings and increase 
awareness of the specific challenges at 
hand.

“By recognizing that stress — in fact 
any kind of change — can not only 
affect your mental well-being but your 
physical health as well, you can begin 
to adapt behaviors that will help you 
through these changeable times.” a

Journalist Pamela Keene writes for 
more than a dozen publications across the 
country, specializing in travel, lifestyle, 
features and gardening. Based in Atlanta, 
she is a photographer and an avid life-
long gardener.
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support and compassion.”
He says that these reflective moments 

can help you feel closer to the person 
even if you can’t be with them. 

Making do
For Emily Baer, director of marketing 

and member services for Somerset REC, 
a note from a member that’s now tacked 
to her bulletin board has helped her 
keep the pandemic in perspective. It 
says: “Please don’t cancel our hot dog 
goodie day. We can always sit in the car.”

The note, a reference to the coop-
erative’s annual member appreciation 
event, is a reminder that overcoming 
obstacles is important, especially since 
the pandemic is here to stay for the 
foreseeable future, she says. 

Cooperatives have a long history of 
overcoming obstacles, from bringing 
electricity to rural areas to getting 
power back on after a severe storm. It’s 
in that same spirit that Baer approaches 
pandemic challenges.  

A CAN-DO ATTITUDE: Emily Baer, director of 
marketing and member services for Somerset 
Rural Electric Cooperative, has kept a note from 
a member, shown above, as a reminder that 
persevering through the pandemic is important. 
“The hot dog goodie day” referenced is the 
co-op’s annual member appreciation event, left, 
which has shifted to an outdoor event so it can 
continue.

“We can always make do,” Baer says. 
“There is always something that can be 
done.”

In the case of the co-op’s member 
appreciation event, the staff rented a 
tent and moved the popular October 
gathering outside. They also adjusted 
their annual meeting from a three-
hour sit-down event to an after-work 
drive-thru gathering — and attendance 
numbers skyrocketed, from around 300 
at the sit-down meeting to more than 
700 at the drive-thru.

“We’ve learned a lot during the 
pandemic,” she says, particularly about 
what members want. “Nobody wants 
to sit for three hours, so in some ways, 
reinventing the wheel for member 
events has been a blessing in disguise.” 

Experts agree that embracing a new 
perspective can help break the cycle of 
stress.

“Admittedly, it may be difficult to 
understand exactly how your life has 
changed,” Sandler says, “but you can 
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Improve safety with smoke alarms and 
carbon monoxide detector upgrades

By Derrill Holly

A. If that old smoke detector, 
discolored and stained with paint or 
years of household grime, could send 
you a message silently, it might say, 
“Please replace me.” Those lifesaving 
warning devices were never meant to 
last forever. 

“The National Fire Protection 
Association (NFPA) and Underwriters 
Laboratories (UL) suggest replacing 
smoke detectors every 10 years,” 
says Nicolette Nye, a public affairs 
specialist with the Consumer Product 
Safety Commission (CPSC). Both 
organizations cite sensor degradation 
rates of 3% per year as the basis for 
their replacement recommendations. 

“After 10 years, there would be 
a potential of a 30% failure rate,” 
says Nye, who also cites a CPSC 
recommendation that consumers 
look for smoke alarms certified by 
Underwriters Laboratories, which 
have the “UL” symbol, or by Electrical 
Testing Laboratories, which are 
marked with the “ETL” logo.

Both smoke alarms and carbon 
monoxide (CO) detectors are designed 
with a time frame or useful lifespan 
of 10 years, says Shawn Mahoney, a 
NFPA technical services engineer. 

“Once they start to reach their end 
of life, consumers may notice alarm 
signals — typically a chirping sound 
— that is either a low battery or an 
indication of the device’s end of life, 
meaning that it’s time the unit was 
replaced,” Mahoney says. 

The NFPA not only recommends 
that batteries be replaced once a year, 
but also urges you to test the unit 

smartcircuits

once a month as an added precaution 
against failure. 

Nye says smoke alarms and CO 
detectors represent good investments 
in your family’s safety. 

“Consumers who have working 
smoke alarms in their homes die in 
fires at about half the rate of those who 
do not have alarms,” she adds. “Install 
working carbon monoxide detectors 
on every level of the home and outside 
of sleeping areas. CO detectors are 
designed to sound the alert before  
CO reaches life-threatening levels.”

Design improvements are another 
great reason to consider replacement 
of older units. Photoelectric smoke 
detectors were first patented in 1972, 
and the first 10-year lithium battery-
powered smoke alarms hit the market 
in 1995. Since then, units using the 
best features of all three technologies 
have become popular. 

Also, as fire codes have evolved to 

require smoke alarms near cooking 
appliances, manufacturers have 
improved the technology, Mahoney says. 

“They can distinguish between an 
actual fire in the home and cooking 
fumes, reducing the incidence of 
nuisance alarms,” he says.   

Features for residential alarms and 
detectors are also available to enhance 
safety for the hearing impaired, Nye 
says, adding that those include bed 
shakers and strobe lights, which offer 
another level of alert to fire or  
CO danger. a

Derrill Holly writes on consumer 
and cooperative affairs for the National 
Rural Electric Cooperative Association, 
the national trade association represent-
ing more than 900 local electric cooper-
atives. From growing suburbs to remote 
farming communities, electric co-ops 
serve as engines of economic develop-
ment for 42 million Americans across  
56% of the nation’s landscape.

Q We’re guessing our smoke 
detectors are at least a decade 
old. Is it time to replace them?
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timelines

Your Newsmagazine Through the Years
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The Pennsylvania 
Rural Electric 
Association, which 
represents 13 co-ops 
here and one in New 
Jersey, celebrates its 
50th anniversary.

Cooperative helping 
hands can be found 
all around the 
globe, including this 
lineworker in the 
Philippines.

While it may be 
easier to buy 
vegetables at a 
local grocery store, 
more Americans 
are learning the 
pleasure and value of 
backyard gardening.

Pennsylvania’s 
electric cooperatives 
participate in the 
56th Pennsylvania 
Farm Show with a 
display that tells their 
story.

A wealth of information about who we are and what we 
are becoming is buried in mounds of data in the 2010 
U.S. Census Bureau report.

A quick snapshot of rural Pennsylvania a decade ago shows 
more senior citizens, a declining number of residents under the 
age of 18, and overall slow population growth with more people 
moving into the eastern portion of the state than other areas. 

Pennsylvania’s eastern region showed a 7% increase in its 
rural population, while rural areas in the western part of the 
state lost about 1% of their population during the 10-year 
period. 

Nationwide, the rural population of the United States was up 
7%, while the number of people living in urban areas increased 
11%. According to the 2010 census, the U.S. population is  
80.3 million people, with 26% of them living in rural counties, 
a number that nearly mirrors Pennsylvania’s rural population of 
27%.

It’s worth noting that at 3.5 million, Pennsylvania’s 2010 
rural population approaches the population of the entire 
United States when the first official census was taken after the 
American Revolution in 1790. At the time, the U.S. population 
was 3.9 million.
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things for prevention and health as 
opposed to just treating acute illness,” 
explains Loren Stone, CEO/CFO of 
the Endless Mountain Health Systems 
(EMHS) in Montrose, Pa., one of 
five rural Pennsylvania hospitals that 
participated in the first year of the 
program.

And then COVID-19 happened. 
EMHS saw a 30% reduction in 

volume of patients in 2020, which 
continued until June 2021. By August 
2021, the surge of COVID-19-related 
patients that had plagued urban 
hospitals hit EMHS, almost doubling 
the number of inpatients in just a few 
months, Stone says. Under the existing 
fee-for-service system, hospitals like 
EMHS would have been unable to 
pay for fixed costs in 2020 and would 
likely have been ill-equipped to handle 
the surge of patients in 2021.

“Those hospitals had the predict-
ability of payment at the height of the 
COVID-19 pandemic when everything 
closed down,” explains Janice Walters, 
chief operating officer consultant for 
the Pennsylvania Rural Health Model 
at the state Department of Health. 
“Our hospitals continued to receive 
those Medicare payments despite  
the level of utilization. It kept them 
open and able to continue to provide 
services to their communities.”

With all hands on deck to handle 
the pandemic, those services have 
largely remained reactive, not 
preventive, as the model had planned. 
Even before COVID-19 reached the 
United States, a CMMI evaluation 
noted participating hospitals struggled 
to have dedicated staff to manage 
and monitor the transformation to 
preventive, community health.

The struggle is likely to continue 
as rural hospitals participating in the 

In some states, that translates to 
only a handful of beds lost. Maryland, 
for example, lost one hospital but only 
three beds, according to data from 
the University of North Carolina’s 
Cecil G. Sheps Center for Health 
Services Research. For others, the 
loss translates to hundreds of beds; 
Pennsylvania lost 225 with its five 
hospital closures.

In January 2019, the Pennsylvania 
Department of Health and the Center 
for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation 
(CMMI) began a demonstration project 
to provide hospitals with a predictable 
revenue stream based on global bud-
gets, which take into consideration the 
facility’s average expenses in the three 
years before entering the program. The 
goal was to reliably cover fixed costs 
while providing preventive health care 
options that historically would not have 
been paid for by insurance companies.

Under the current fee-for-service 
reimbursement system that most 
hospitals around the country use, 
hospitals need to see a certain number 
of patients to cover their fixed costs, 
such as utilities or payroll. As a result, 
this system makes it financially risky 
to focus on community health, instead 
of seeing as many patients as possible.

“Under the new model, you’re still 
getting the same level of reimburse-
ment that you were prior, so you can 
focus those dollars on doing more 

Revisiting rural health

Two years ago, Penn Lines 
examined the financial strug-
gles facing rural hospitals. At 

the time, more than 160 hospitals in 
rural America had closed since 2005, 
including three in Pennsylvania. Since 
then, two more rural hospitals in 
Pennsylvania closed — Ellwood City 
Medical Center and UPMC Susque-
hanna Sunbury. As of Dec. 1, 2021, 
more than 180 hospitals have shut 
down in rural America.

program — now 18 total — may face 
the opposite problem the plan set 
out to fix. Regardless of what money 
a hospital truly spends addressing 
COVID-19, the steady payments it 
receives from participating insurance 
providers — Highmark, Gateway 
Health, Geisinger Health Plan, 
UPMC Health Plan and Medicare — 
will never add up to more than the 
hospital’s global budget allows.

“We’re going to be capped on those 
reimbursements at a time when our 
costs increased significantly,” Stone 
says. “We’re currently in talks with 
the payers to figure out how we are 
going to work through this so that 
we can still maintain a global budget 
but … settle up on COVID-19-related 
factors.” a

By Michael T. Crawford 
Associate Editor

Model helps stabilize at-risk hospitals
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Attention Landowners

Lease Your Land For Hunting
      • Professionally Managed
      • $1,000,000 Liability Ins.
      • Yearly Income
      • Current Demand
      • Know Who Is On Your Property

Call Ron - 724-422-5525
www.nollsforestryservices.com

Proven AQUACIDE PELLETS
Marble size pellets. Works at any depth.

www.Aquacide.com

KILL
LAKE

WEEDS
Before             After

FREE SHIPPING! Certified and
approved for use by state agencies.

State permit may be required.
Registered with the Federal E. P. A.

10 lb. bag
treats up to
4,000 sq.ft.

50 lb. bag
treats up to
20,000 sq.ft.

AQUACIDE CO.AQUACIDE CO.
PO Box 10748, DEPT 293

White Bear Lake, MN  55110-0748

800-328-9350

Order today online, or request free information.

Our
67th
year

MOVE 
OVER PA!

Drivers in Pennsylvania 
are required to move 
over or slow down for 
stopped emergency 
and utility crews.

MvOv 1/6.indd   1 8/7/20   8:57 AM

 _________________________________________
Name

 _________________________________________
Address

 _________________________________________
City

 _________________________________________
State  Zip

 _________________________________________
Email address

 _________________________________________
Name of your electric cooperative

 _________________________________________
Year selected for Youth Tour

 fill out and mail this coupon

Attention Past Rural Electric Youth Tour Students
At least one $1,000 scholarship in memory of Jody Loudenslager are available through the Pennsylvania Rural  
Electric Association Scholarship Trust Fund in Memory of William F. Matson for the 2022-23 college year.

Who is eligible?
The scholarship is available to any college-bound or college student who was selected 

to participate in the Pennsylvania Rural Electric Association (PREA) Youth Tour. Appli-
cants need to furnish necessary aptitude test scores, GPA and financial need information.

Dates to remember
All applications and required information must be received no later than May 6, 2022. 

Finalists will be sent a follow-up questionnaire that must be returned by June 17, 2022. 
Scholarship awards will be announced at the PREA Summer Meeting in July 2022.

How to apply
To receive an application, simply fill out and mail the accompanying coupon to: 

Pennsylvania Rural Electric Association, P.O. Box 1266, Harrisburg, PA 17108-1266.  
If you would like to receive the application via email, please include your email 
address or visit our website, www.prea.com/jody-loudenslager-memorial-scholarship, 
for more information.

Jody Loudenslager, a 1995 Pennsylvania Rural 
Electric Association Youth Tour student from 
Trout Run, Pa., was among the 230 passengers 
killed July 17, 1996, when TWA Flight 800 
exploded shortly after take-off from New York. 
Since Jody was committed to higher education, 
the scholarship was created to honor her and help 
Youth Tour participants with college costs.

NewScholarshipAds.indd   5NewScholarshipAds.indd   5 12/14/21   8:35 AM12/14/21   8:35 AM

Reach nearly 166,000 
rural Pennsylvania 

households! Advertise 
in Penn Lines. For more 
information, please visit 

our website at  
www.prea.com/ 

penn-lines-magazine  
or call 717.233.5704
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KEEPING CURRENT
(continued from page 4)

such as medical alert devices, tablets, 
smart watches, home security systems, 
and in-vehicle safety, security and 
roadside assistance systems.

“If your mobile phone is more 
than a few years old, you may need 
to upgrade your device before your 
provider shuts down its 3G network 
and you lose service — including the 
ability to call 911,” says Lt. Adam 
Reed, PSP communications office 
director. “During an emergency, every 
minute counts whether you need 
police, fire or medical assistance.”

Most users will be notified directly 
by their carriers if the discontinuation 
affects them. However, if you have a 
911-only phone for making emergency 
calls, the PSP recommends you reach 
out to the organization that provided it 
to discuss options.

Low-income individuals concerned 
that their 911-only phones will no 
longer be supported should consider 
applying for service through the 
Federal Communications Commission’s 
Lifeline program. Information about 
eligibility, participating providers and 

3G network shut-downs 
will make some cellphones 
useless

The Pennsylvania Emergency 
Management Agency (PEMA) and 
Pennsylvania State Police (PSP) are 
urging anyone with an older cellphone 
to prepare for the phase-out of 3G 
cellular networks and service in 2022.

“The best plan of action is to contact 
your service provider to determine if 
your devices are compliant,” PEMA 
Deputy for 911 Jeff Boyle says. “It’s 
important to plan now so you don’t 
lose connectivity.”

The nation’s three major wireless 
carriers, AT&T, Verizon and T-Mobile, 
have announced plans to shut down 
their 3G networks to accommodate 
more advanced services, including 5G, 
as early as this month. As a result, many 
older phones will be unable to make or 
receive calls and text messages or use 
data services. This may also affect other 
devices that rely on 3G connectivity, 

the application process can be found at 
www.lifelinesupport.org.

Property owners 
encouraged to limit  
light pollution

Light pollution is a growing global 
issue that can negatively impact the 
environment and community quality 
of life, the International Dark-Sky 
Association (IDA) says. 

Recently, the IDA and the 
Illuminating Engineering Society 
developed “Five Principles for 
Responsible Outdoor Lighting,” which 
are aimed at preventing and reducing 
light pollution. They are as follows:

k   All light should have a clear 
purpose. Before installing or 
replacing a light, determine if 
light is needed. Consider how 
the use of light will impact the 
area, including wildlife and the 
environment. Consider using 
reflective paints or self-luminous 
markers for signs, curbs and 
steps to reduce the need for 
permanently installed outdoor 
lighting.

k   Light should be directed only 
to where needed. Use shielding 
and careful aiming to target the 
direction of the light beam so that 
it points downward and does not 
spill beyond where it is needed.

k   Light should be no brighter 
than necessary. Use the lowest 
light level required. Be mindful 
of surface conditions as some 
surfaces may reflect more light into 
the night sky than intended.

k   Light should be used only when 
it is useful. Use controls such 
as timers or motion detectors 
to ensure that light is available 
when it is needed, dimmed when 
possible and turned off when not 
needed.

k   Use warmer color lights where 
possible. Limit the amount of 
shorter wavelength (blue-violet) 
light to the least amount needed. 
Light where you need it, when you 
need it, in the amount needed and 
no more. a

FROM THE FARM SHOW: Mandisa Horn, right, owner and executive chef of Horn O’Plenty restau-
rant in Bedford and a member of Bedford REC, and Second Lady of Pennsylvania Gisele Barreto 
Fetterman show the versatility of vegetables on the Pennsylvania Farm Show’s Culinary Connection 
stage. 2022 marked the first time in two years that the January event was held in person. The Farm 
Show is the largest indoor agricultural exposition under one roof in the nation.
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techtrends

As the electric grid continues 
to evolve, new technologies 
are being developed to help 

advance the grid of the future. One of 
these is a new form of battery storage 
technology called the iron-air battery, 
which could potentially provide long-
duration energy storage for hundreds 
of hours.

Current battery technologies can only 
offer storage for 10s of hours, meaning 
the innovative iron-air battery could 
provide energy for roughly 10 times 
longer than existing grid-scale batteries. 
This new technology could help ensure 
grid reliability even with extreme 
weather, such as hurricanes or powerful 
thunderstorms. Long-duration energy 
storage will also be crucial for adding 
more solar and wind energy to the grid 
since renewable energy is dependent 
on the weather and may not always be 
available when we need it. New iron-
air batteries could provide the missing 
link by storing excess energy to be used 
when the sun isn’t shining or the wind 
isn’t blowing. 

The battery technology itself is made 
up of thousands of small iron pellets 
that develop rust when exposed to 
oxygen. This process discharges the 
battery. When the oxygen is removed, 
the pellets revert back to iron, which 
then charges the battery. According 
to Form Energy, the startup company 
developing this new technology, this 
process is known as “reversible rusting.” 
Since the battery technology mainly 
uses the abundant and cheap resources 
of water, air and iron, the technology is 
relatively low-cost. These resources also 
make the technology relatively safe since 
there are no heavy metals, making the 
batteries simpler to recycle. 

A key feature of these batteries is their 
low cost, with Form Energy promising 
a price of less than $20 per kilowatt-
hour. That price is about one-tenth the 
cost of lithium-ion battery technology, 
which is currently the cheapest battery 
technology on the market. 

Individual iron-air batteries are about 
the size of a washing machine, making 
it easy to group many batteries together 
into a larger, scalable system. The size 
of the battery module group can vary, 
depending on the storage needed at a 
specific site. This means the batteries 
can be placed in a variety of areas, from 
rural to urban, to meet energy needs.

While this technology may be a solu-
tion for long-duration energy storage, the 
battery is not yet ready at the commer-
cial level –– although it is close. Form 
Energy estimates the battery should be 
ready for mass production by 2025. As a 
pilot project to test this groundbreaking 
technology, Form Energy is working 
with Great River Energy, a generation 
and transmission cooperative in Min-
nesota. The 1 MW/150MWh project is 
anticipated to go live in 2023.

Given the importance of long-
duration energy storage for the future 
of the grid, other start-ups are also 
looking to develop long-duration 
battery storage technology. 

Time will tell if the iron-air battery, 
or any other long-duration battery, 
becomes successful as a new emerging 
technology. In the meantime, electric 
utilities can start to understand where 
this technology may potentially fit 
within their own systems to make 
the grid more resilient and reliable. 
Whether this technology becomes 
mainstream or not, utilities will 
continue finding ways to provide 
affordable, long-duration storage as the 
electric grid continues to change. a

Maria Kanevsky writes on consumer 
and cooperative affairs for the National 
Rural Electric Cooperative Association, 
the national trade association representing 
more than 900 local electric cooperatives. 
From growing suburbs to remote farming 
communities, electric co-ops serve as 
engines of economic development for  
42 million Americans across 56% of the 
nation’s landscape.

New tech alert: iron-air batteries
By Maria Kanevsky
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A good night’s sleep can improve your health

How well are you sleeping? Do 
you toss and turn? Does it 
take a long time to fall asleep? 

Throughout the day, do you feel 
drowsy? In what ways is your quan-
tity or quality of sleep affecting your 
overall health?

“Sleep is vital to good health and 
wellness, no matter your age,” says Raj 
Dasgupta, MD, spokesperson for the 
American Academy of Sleep Medicine. 
“When you think about it, people spend 
one-third of their lives sleeping. If you 
live to age 90, that’s 30 years of sleep.”

The academy recommends at 
least seven hours of sleep for adults. 
However, just being in bed, tossing 
and turning, doesn’t mean your sleep is 

effective in helping your organs, brain 
and body rejuvenate.

“As physicians, we measure the 
effectiveness of sleep by both quantity 
and quality,” Dasgupta says. “If you’re 
not getting the right amount of sleep to 
meet your individual needs, and your 
quality of sleep is poor, meaning your 
mind and body are not going to the 
deeper stages of sleep or REM sleep, 
you are at higher risk for such ailments 
as heart disease, diabetes, and obesity. 
It may sound easy to aim for good sleep 
but in reality, a number of factors can 
make it harder than you think.”

Dasgupta says that society has 
conditioned people to prioritize 
productivity above sleep.

“Phrases like, ‘The early bird gets 
the worm,’ or, ‘Early to bed, early to 
rise, makes a man healthy, wealthy and 

wise,’ have been around long enough 
that people accept them as fact,” he 
says. “However, we are finding that 
more and more people are getting 
less sleep in their quests to be more 
productive or force more activity into 
their days.”

While the academy recommends 
that adults should sleep seven or more 
hours per night, a study by the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention 
found that more than 70 million U.S. 
adults reported sleeping six hours or 
less.

“The percentage of Americans 
sleeping six hours or less has increased 
more than 30% since 1985,” he says. 
“Some of these people have various 
sleep-wake disorders such as chronic 
insomnia, obstructive sleep apnea or 
restless legs syndrome, and many of 
these conditions go undiagnosed or 
misdiagnosed.”

Dasgupta says that people having 

By Pamela A. Keene 
Special to Penn Lines

(Editor’s note: This article is part of a 
health and wellness series developed by the 
National Electric Cooperative Statewide 
Editors Association.)
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TALK TO YOUR DOCTOR: Experts say if you 
notice you’re having trouble sleeping more than 
three times a week over three months, you 
should consider talking to your doctor.

difficulty initiating sleep, maintaining 
sleep or feeling unrefreshed despite 
having adequate time to sleep for 
more than three times a week over 
three months should strongly consider 
talking with their physician. Keeping 
a log or journal of sleep and daytime 
symptoms can assist with identifying 
possible causes.

The pandemic has also resulted in 
quantifiable sleep issues. 

A recent study by the American 
Association of Sleep Medicine found 
that more than half of Americans 
reported an increase in sleep issues 
since the pandemic, sometimes called 
“COVID-somnia.”

If you’re having difficulty with 
daytime fatigue, concentration and 
memory, there could be many causes.

“One of the first things we as 
physicians look for is a diminished 
quantity of sleep,” Dasgupta says. 
“If that’s the case, we recommend 
establishing a regular bedtime routine 

and practicing good sleep hygiene.”
Setting and sticking to a regular 

bedtime routine includes managing the 
noise, light levels and temperature of 
your bedroom, which can help improve 
your sleep.

“Be mindful of your activities a 
couple of hours before your bedtime,” 
he says. “Eating a large meal then going 
to bed less than two hours later, using 
a laptop computer, playing on your 
smartphone or e-reader in bed within 
30 minutes of bedtime or using the 
noise of the television to help you fall 
asleep can reduce the effectiveness of 
your sleep.

“Try to remove the electronics from 
your bedroom. If you have to watch 
television, go to another room in the 
house if possible. Your bedroom should 
be set up and dedicated to getting a 
good night’s sleep.” 

He also suggests setting a regular 
wake-up and bedtime each day, trying 
your hardest to be consistent on 
weekends, holidays and vacations, 
which can be difficult. 

“Set your alarm in the morning, and 
don’t hit that snooze button,” Dasgupta 

encourages. “Try your best to get out of 
bed when your alarm goes off, and try 
to get outside, especially if the weather 
is good and there is a lot of sunshine 
in the morning. It’s not surprising that 
many individuals report that their 
sleep needs are not being met during 
the week. While you may try to make 
up for that lack of sleep on days off 
and weekends, this is not a sustainable 
strategy to consistently and safely make 
up for that sleep debt you may have 
accumulated every week.” 

Good sleep hygiene
Here are tips from the American 

Academy of Sleep Medicine for 
improving sleep:

k   Keep a consistent sleep schedule. 
Get up at the same time every 
day, even on weekends or during 
vacations.

k   Set a bedtime that is early enough 
for you to get at least seven hours 
of sleep.

k   Don’t go to bed unless you are 
sleepy.

k   If you don’t fall asleep after  
20 minutes, get out of bed.

k   Establish a relaxing bedtime 
routine.

k   Make your bedroom quiet and 
relaxing. Keep the room at a 
comfortable, cool temperature.

k   Limit exposure to bright light in 
the evenings.

k   Turn off electronic devices at least 
30 minutes before bedtime.

k   Don’t eat a large meal before 
bedtime. If you are hungry at 
night, eat a light, healthy snack.

k   Exercise regularly and maintain a 
healthy diet.

k   Avoid consuming caffeine in the 
late afternoon or evening.

k   Avoid consuming alcohol before 
bedtime.

k   Reduce your fluid intake before 
bedtime. a

Journalist Pamela Keene writes for 
more than a dozen publications across the 
country, specializing in travel, lifestyle, 
features and gardening. Based in Atlanta, 
she is a photographer and an avid life-
long gardener.
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countrykitchen

For the love of chocolate
By Anne M. Kirchner

If you are a chocoholic like me, this month’s recipes will grab you! Chocolate is 
my comfort food. I rarely turn down an offer to indulge in chocolate-covered 
strawberries, chocolate truffles or chocolate chip cookies.

But did you know historically chocolate was not a sweet, appetizing treat? Rather, 
it was a bitter ceremonial drink. Cocoa plants were grown more than 4,000 years ago 
in ancient Mesoamerica, which once encompassed parts of modern-day Mexico. Over 
the centuries, chocolate has evolved into different forms and flavors. Dark, milk and 
white chocolate are today’s three most common types.

Similar to physical exercise, chocolate releases endorphins in the brain. Thus, eating chocolate literally makes you happy. 
Medical evidence also suggests cocoa is full of nutrition and is a powerful source of antioxidants. Chocolate can reduce stress, 
improve brain function and increase heart health. To reap the benefits, be sure to eat quality chocolate containing at least 70% 
cocoa content. The next time a piece of chocolate melts in your mouth, don’t feel guilty. Savor the moment and be thankful for a 
tasty, healthful treat.

Trained in public relations, Anne 
M. Kirchner focuses her writing 
on human connections, travel 
and culinary arts. She enjoys 
researching food origins, 
exploring cooking techniques 
and creating new recipes.

In a large mixing bowl, combine the flour, sugar, 
baking soda and cinnamon; set aside. Place the butter, 
water and cocoa in a small saucepan; bring to a boil. 
Pour the hot mixture over the dry ingredients. Using 
a hand or stand mixer, beat the ingredients at medium 
speed. Add the yogurt, eggs and vanilla; continue beat-
ing until well blended. Pour the batter into a greased 
9-by-12-inch baking pan. Bake at 350 degrees for 30 to 
35 minutes. Makes 12 to 24 servings.

Chocolate Yogurt Cake
2 cups flour
2 cups sugar
1 teaspoon baking soda
1 teaspoon cinnamon
1 cup butter

1 cup water
1/4 cup cocoa
1/2 cup plain yogurt
2 eggs
1 teaspoon vanilla

Beat the cream cheese and butter together until creamy. 
Gradually add the flour to make a pastry dough. Shape 
the dough into 24 one-inch balls. Using a tart tamper, 
press the balls into lightly greased miniature muffin pans; 
set aside. Combine the brown sugar and eggs in a bowl. 
Add the almonds, chocolate morsels and almond extract; 
stir well. Spoon 1 tablespoon mixture into each pastry 
shell. Bake at 350 degrees for 20 to 25 minutes or until 
set and lightly browned. Cool in pan for 10 minutes. 
Remove the mini tarts, or “tassies,” from the pan and let 
cool completely on a wire rack. Store the tassies in an 
airtight container. Makes two dozen tassies.

Whisk milk, half and half, cocoa powder, sugar, cin-
namon and cayenne pepper in a saucepan. Cook over 
medium low heat, stirring often until mixture is well 
blended and hot. Do not boil. Add chocolate chips and 
Mexican vanilla. Stir until the beverage is smooth and 
well blended. Serve immediately in mugs garnished 
with whipped cream, cinnamon, chocolate shavings 
and/or orange zest. Makes six to eight servings.

3 ounces cream cheese, 
softened

1/2 cup butter, softened
1 cup flour
2/3 cup firmly packed 

brown sugar
2 large eggs, lightly 

beaten

1/2 cup almonds, 
chopped

1/2 cup chocolate mini 
morsels

1 teaspoon almond 
extract

2 cups milk
2 cups half and half
1/4 cup unsweetened 

cocoa powder
1/4 cup sugar
1 1/2 teaspoons 

cinnamon
1/8 teaspoon cayenne 

pepper

1/2 cup bittersweet dark 
chocolate chips

1/2 teaspoon Mexican 
vanilla

Whipped cream, for 
garnish

Cinnamon, for garnish 
Chocolate shavings, for 

garnish 
Orange zest, for garnish

Chocolate Almond Tassies

Mexican Hot Chocolate
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TASTES LIKE CUCUMBER: Cucamelon fruits 
look like tiny watermelons, but they’re actually a 
type of cucumber.

Offbeat vegetables
By George Weigel

Gardeners naturally gravitate to 
the familiar when they plant a 
vegetable garden, usually stick-

ing to the trusted-and-true favorites 
of tomatoes, peppers, beans, onions, 
lettuce and such.

But one of the side benefits of growing 
your own is trying choices that not 
everyone else grows — or that even 
show up in the grocery store.

Most “offbeat” veggies really aren’t 
any harder to grow than a pea or 
radish. They just aren’t grown because 
people don’t know them.

With a little down-to-earth courage 
and some snooping around for seed, it’s 
possible to expand your veggie garden 
palette.

A good crop to start with is the 
cucamelon, sometimes known as a 
Mexican sour gherkin.

Cucamelons grow on vines from May-
planted seeds and produce little fruits 
that look just like tiny watermelons.

They’re not really watermelons, 
though, but a type of crunchy cucumber 
that you can pop in your mouth whole. 
The skin is thin, the seeds are small and 
soft, and the taste is a mild cucumber 
flavor.

Even if you don’t like raw cucumbers, 
there’s value in tricking visitors into 
thinking you’re growing the world’s 
smallest watermelons.

Another bragging-right head-turner 
is the Chinese red noodle bean, also 
a summer vining crop that produces 
long, skinny, bean pods that often grow 
a foot or more long.

Chinese red noodle beans taste like 
green beans, only with a “squeaky” 
texture when you bite into them. Like 
cucamelons, their seeds can be direct-
planted in the garden after all danger of 

George Weigel is a Pennsyl-
vania Certified Horticulturist, 
author of two books geared to 
gardening in Pennsylvania, and 
garden columnist for The Patri-
ot-News/Pennlive.com in Har-
risburg. His website is http://
georgeweigel.net.

technically a celery and tastes like celery, 
but is meant to be used by cutting the 
leaves as you would parsley.

Five more interesting but under-used 
crops worth trying are:
k  Celeriac, an old-fashioned, European 

root vegetable with a celery-like flavor 
that can be eaten most of the same 
ways we eat potatoes (raw, boiled, 
fried, mashed, etc.)

k  Radicchio, a leafy crop also known 
as “Italian chicory” that grows like 
little reddish-purple cabbages and is 
usually cut up raw for use in salads.

k  Kohlrabi, a cabbage-family plant 
that looks like something from outer 
space — tennis-ball-sized white 
or purple balls with leafy stems 
emerging from all around them. 
They’re excellent sliced raw and 
dipped in salad dressing.

k  Malabar spinach, a summer vine with 
purple stems and succulent leaves 
that have a mild, somewhat-spinachy 
flavor.

k  Edamame, a type of soybean that’s 
harvested green and tender, then 
typically parboiled and salted as a 
nutty-tasting snack.

Some good seed sources for many of 
the above include Baker Creek Heirloom 
Seeds, John Scheepers Kitchen Garden 
Seeds, Johnny’s Selected Seeds, Renee’s 
Garden Seeds, Seed Savers Exchange, 
Territorial Seed Co. and W. Atlee Burpee 
Co. a

powerplants

frost has passed.
For one of the most striking edible 

plants, check out cardoon.
A cardoon is a 4- to 5-foot-tall, 

silvery-leafed, tropical-looking, non-
winter-hardy plant, which is similar to 
an artichoke.

The main edible part is the stalk, 
which looks like celery when harvested, 
but tastes more like an artichoke. 
Be careful when handling cardoons 
because the stems have prickles that 
need to be pared off before eating.

Breeders have given us a few new 
creations lately by combining related 
edibles.

One is the kalette, a marriage of kale 
and Brussels sprouts. Sometimes called 
“kale sprouts,” these grow like 3-foot-
tall Brussels sprout plants. But instead 
of producing tight balls all along the 
stem, kalettes produce 2-inch clusters 
of baby green-and-purple kale leaves.

Kale also has been crossed with broc-
coli to create “brokali,” a broccoli look-
alike that sends out a lot of slender flo-
rets instead of one central head. You can 
eat the stems as well as the florets and 
even eat the leaves as you would kale.

And then there’s par-cel, sometimes 
called “leaf celery.” This upright 2-footer 
is a mashup of celery and parsley. It’s 
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Classified AdvertisementsClassified Advertisements
Penn Lines classified advertisements reach nearly 166,000 rural Pennsylvania households! Please note 
ads must be received by the due date to be included in the requested issue month. Ads received beyond 
the due date will run in the next available issue. Written notice of changes and cancellations must be re-
ceived 30 days prior to the issue month. Classified ads will not be accepted by phone, fax or email. For 
more information please contact Michelle M. Smith at 717-233-5704.

FREE Headings: 
• Around the House
• Business Opportunities 
• Employment Opportunities
• Gift & Craft Ideas
• Livestock & Pets
• Miscellaneous

• Motor Vehicles & Boats
• Nursery & Garden
• Real Estate
• Recipes & Food
• Tools & Equipment
• Vacations & Campsites
• Wanted to Buy

PLEASE SUBMIT A CLEARLY WRITTEN OR TYPED  
SHEET WITH THE FOLLOWING REQUIRED INFORMATION:

o  Cooperative members should please submit the mailing 
label from Penn Lines as proof of membership.

o  Non-members should submit name, address, phone number, 
and email address, if applicable.

o Month(s) in which the ad is to run.

o Ad copy as it is to appear in the publication.

o  Heading ad should appear under, or name of special heading 
(additional fee). See below for FREE heading options.

CLASSIFIED AD SUBMISSION/RATES 

Electric co-op members: 
$20 per month for 30 words or less, plus 50¢ for each additional word.

Non-members: 
$70 per month for 30 words or less, plus $1.50 for each additional word.

Ad in all CAPITAL letters: 
Add 20% to total cost. 

SPECIAL Headings: 
$5 for co-op members, $10 for non-members. Fee applies to any heading not 
listed under “FREE Headings”, even if the heading is already appearing in Penn 
Lines. For ads running a special heading in consecutive months, the fee is a one-
time fee of either $5 or $10 for all consecutive insertions. 

PAYMENT:
Please make CHECK/MONEY ORDER payable to: PREA/Penn Lines. 
Insertion of classified ad serves as proof of publication; no proofs supplied.

SEND COMPLETED AD COPY AND PAYMENT TO: 
Penn Lines Classifieds • P.O. Box 1266 • Harrisburg, PA 17108 

GIFT & CRAFT IDEAS

SPECIAL OFFER – BOTH COOKBOOKS 
FOR $12. “Country Cooking” – $5, including 
postage. “Recipes Remembered” – $7, 
including postage. Both of these cookbooks 
are a collection of recipes from men and women 
of the electric co-ops of Pennsylvania and New 
Jersey. Payable to: Pennsylvania Rural Electric 
Association, P.O. Box 1266, Harrisburg, PA 
17108. Write Attention: Cookbooks.

HEALTH INSURANCE

DO YOU HAVE THE BLUES regarding your 
health insurance? We cater to rural America’s 
health insurance needs. For more information, 
call 800-628-7804. Call us regarding Medicare 
supplements, too.

HEATING & COOLING

GARY & SONS, INC. HEATING AND 
COOLING – Since 1978, we provide 
professional sales and service for all comfort 
needs! We are the area’s Lennox Premier 
Dealer and Mitsubishi Diamond Contractor 
offering furnaces, heat pumps, ductless mini-
splits, geothermal, wood, coal, and pellet stoves. 
Installation at unmatched quality! Let us give 
you a FREE second opinion before making that 
repair or replacement. Visit us online at garysinc.
com or call 814-371-4885. Emergency service 
available 24/7!

HUNTING LEASES

WANTED HUNTING LAND. There is a current 
demand for hunting leases. Call for evaluation 
of your property. Professionally managed. 
Generate yearly income. $1,000,000 liability 
insurance. Know who is on your property. www.
nollsforestryservices.com. Call Ron, 724-422-
5525.

AA ROOFING

EXPERTS IN HARD-TO-FIND LEAKS! Roof 
repairs – all types. House-barn roofs painted. 
Slate work – chimney repairs. Southwestern 
Pa for over 40 years. Speedy service! 814-445-
4400.

AROUND THE HOUSE

CLOCK REPAIR: If you have an antique 
grandfather clock, mantel clock or old pocket 
watch that needs restored, we can fix any 
timepiece. Macks Clock Repair: 814-421-7992.

SPECIAL OFFER – BOTH COOKBOOKS 
FOR $12. “Country Cooking” – $5, including 
postage. “Recipes Remembered” – $7, 
including postage. Both of these cookbooks 
are a collection of recipes from men and women 
of the electric co-ops of Pennsylvania and New 
Jersey. Payable to: Pennsylvania Rural Electric 
Association, P.O. Box 1266, Harrisburg, PA 
17108. Write Attention: Cookbooks. 

BUILDING SUPPLIES   

FACTORY SECONDS of insulation, 4 x 8 
sheets, foil back. R-Value 6.5 per inch. Great for 
pole buildings, garages, etc. Many thicknesses 
available. Also blue board insulation sheets. 814-
442-6032.

STEEL ROOFING AND SIDING. Over 25 years 
in business. Several profiles cut to length. 29- 
and 26-gauge best quality residential roofing – 
40-year warranty. Also, seconds, heavy gauges, 
accessories, etc. Installation available. Located 
northwestern Pennsylvania. 814-398-4052.

COINS & BULLION

KEYSTONE COIN & BULLION is buying 
and selling gold, silver, U.S. coins and 
currency. Large inventory for sale. We pay in 
CASH. Call Matt at 814-931-4810. www.
keystonecoinbullion.com.

CONSULTING FORESTRY SERVICES

NOLL’S FORESTRY SERVICES. Timber Sales, 
Appraisals, Forest Management Plans, Forest 
Improvement Work, Wildlife Habitat Management. 
FREE Timber Land Recommendations. 30 years 
experience. Visit www.nollsforestryservices.com. 
Call Ron, 724-422-5525.

CENTRE FOREST RESOURCES. Forest 
Management Services, Wildl i fe Habitat 
Management, Timber Sales, Appraisals. College-
educated, professional, ethical foresters working 
for you. FREE Timber Consultation. 814-571-
7130.

RAYSTOWN FORESTRY CONSULTING. 
Timber sales, appraisals, wildlife habitat 
management. Dedicated to sustainable harvests 
for present and future generations to enjoy. 45 
years experience. 814-448-0040 or 814-448-
2405.

DECK STAINING & REPAIR

WE REFURBISH DECKS! Bring life to your old 
deck! We also stain/paint new decks. Follow us 
on Instagram @zmorganconstruction. Call or 
text Zack at 717-372-6644.  

FRUIT TREES FOR WILDLIFE

JOE KRUG JUST PUBLISHED a new book, It’s 
All About Habitat. If you are planting any type 
of tree or seedling for wildlife, you need this 
book! The author gives valuable instruction on 
avoiding costly tree and seedling losses, as well 
as care and maintenance of your plantings, and 
much more. Available through Barnes & Noble 
and Amazon.

GIFT & CRAFT IDEAS

PRINCE PETER PONCE  – a gift for 
youngsters! It will delight imaginations with a 
beautiful story and illustrations. Written by Maria 
B. Sundy. Illustrated by Shannon Barnhart. 
Order through Amazon.com, $12.95.
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See what a difference it makes…

CLASSIFIEDS

Attention  
High School Seniors
At least five $1,000 Pennsylvania Rural Electric 

Association Scholarships in Memory of William F. Matson 
are available for the 2022-23 college year.

Who is eligible?
The Pennsylvania Rural Electric Association Scholarship Trust Fund in Memory 

of William F. Matson is offering scholarships to sons and daughters of members and 
employees of electric cooperatives in Pennsylvania and New Jersey who belong to 
the Pennsylvania Rural Electric Association. Applicants must currently be high school 
seniors and be able to furnish necessary aptitude test scores, transcript and financial need 
information. At least five $1,000, one-time scholarships will be awarded.

Important dates to remember
All applications and required information must be received no later than  

May 6, 2022. Finalists will be sent a follow-up questionnaire that must be returned 
by June 17, 2022. Scholarship awards will be announced at the  
Pennsylvania Rural Electric Association Summer Meeting in July 2022.

How to apply
To receive an application by mail, please contact the Pennsylvania Rural Electric 

Association, P.O. Box 1266, Harrisburg, PA 17108-1266. If you would like to 
receive the application via email, please email scholarships@prea.com or visit our 
website, www.prea.com/prea-scholarship-trust-fund-memory-william-f-matson, for 
more information.

NewScholarshipAds.indd   7NewScholarshipAds.indd   7 1/13/22   2:00 PM1/13/22   2:00 PM
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MEATS

MCMULLEN PREMIUM BLACK ANGUS 
FREEZER BEEF, Ashvi l le, Pa. Grass-
fed and grain-finished with rich marbling. 
No  g rowth -p romot i ng  ho rmones  o r 
antibiotics. Quarter, half and whole. $2.50/
lb.  hanging weight  p lus processing.  
www.mcmullenbeef.com. 814-674-2332.

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE: Buckets, forks, thumbs, grapple 
buckets and pallet forks for skid loaders, 
backhoes and excavators. Tires for backhoes, 
rubber tire loaders and excavators also. Call 814-
329-0118.

COME ENJOY QUILTS and/or enter yours! 
Master quilter display – demonstrations – crafts 
– door prizes – ribbons awarded. Registration 
($2) on Thursday, April 28, 9 a.m. – noon. 
Show is Friday, April 29, 9 a.m. – 7 p.m. and 
Saturday, April 30, 9 a.m. – 3 p.m. Huntingdon 
Community Center, 310 5th Street, Huntingdon, 
Pa. Sponsored by Redbud Quilt Guild. 814- 
667-3167.

MOTOR VEHICLE & BOATS

HEIDLERSBURG FISHING SHOW – February 
26 & 27. 8 a.m. – 3 p.m. and 9 a.m. – 2 p.m. 
New and used tackle, seminars both days.  
2720 Heidlersburg Road, Gettysburg, Pa. 717-
253-4175.

POWDER COATING

ALMOST ANYTHING METAL can be powder 
coated: auto parts, lawn furniture, wheels, etc. 
Restores, protects, preserves. 1,200-degree 
manifold coating. Arthurs Powder Coating, 
263 Sexton Road, Indiana, PA 15701. 724- 
349-3770.

REAL ESTATE

VIRGINIA’S EASTERN SHORE. Fishermen and 
beach lover’s paradise. Access Chesapeake 
Bay or Atlantic Ocean within minutes. Waterside 
Village 3/4-acre homesites near marina from 
$18,000 with fenced and locked RV/camper 
storage available. Beach access nearby. 
Waterfront sites available on bayside and seaside. 
Many free boat ramps within minutes. Low, low 
taxes. Kirkwoodontheshore.com. 757-678-7631.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE. Somerset County 
– Cabin with 2 acres near public land.  
Indiana County – 39 acres, very private, with 
harvestable timber.  Close to Indiana. Website: 
www.timberlandrealty.net. Agent Ron Westover, 
724-422-5525.

RECIPES & FOOD

SPECIAL OFFER – BOTH COOKBOOKS 
FOR $12. “Country Cooking” – $5, including 
postage. “Recipes Remembered” – $7, 
including postage. Both of these cookbooks 
are a collection of recipes from men and women 
of the electric co-ops of Pennsylvania and New 
Jersey. Payable to: Pennsylvania Rural Electric 
Association, P.O. Box 1266, Harrisburg, PA 
17108. Write Attention: Cookbooks. 

SHAKLEE

FREE SAMPLE Shaklee’s Energy Tea. 
Combination red, green and white teas that are 
natural, delicious, refreshing, safe. For sample 
or more information on tea or other Shaklee 
Nutrition/Weight Loss Products: 800-403-
3381 or www.pws.shaklee.com/sbarton.

TRACTOR PARTS – REPAIR/RESTORATION

ARTHURS TRACTORS. Specializing in 
vintage Ford tractors, 30 years experience, 
online parts catalog/prices, Indiana, PA 15701. 
Contact us at 877-254-FORD (3673) or  
www.arthurstractors.com.

VACATIONS & CAMPSITES

NEW SMYRNA BEACH, Florida oceanfront 
condo rental. Two bedroom, two bath, deck 
overlooking beach and pool. $875/week. 
$3,000/month. No pets. Not available Jan. - 
Mar. Call 814-635-4332 or 814-979-8058. 

WANTED – OLD BARNS

WE BUY QUALIFIED OLD BARNS. We 
also dismantle old sheds, warehouses and 
outbuildings. No Sunday calls. Call 814-766-
9925.

WANTED TO BUY

ANTIQUE AND CLASSIC American and foreign 
cars, motorcycles, trucks, Broncos, Blazers 
and Scouts. Any condition. Will buy entire car 
collections. krmiller1965@yahoo.com. 717-577-
8206.

ANTIQUE AND CLASSIC motorcycles wanted. 
All makes and sizes. BSA, Norton, Triumph, 
Honda, Yamaha, Suzuki, Kawasaki, etc. 
krmiller1965@yahoo.com. 717-577-8206.

VINTAGE WOMEN’S and children’s clothing 
from the 1920s - 1960s. Men’s work wear/farm 
wear/denim from the 1900s - 1950s. Clothing 
can be in ANY condition. Please no furs, wedding 
gowns or hats. Call/text 814-386-5763.

OLDER TOYOTA SKID STEER Loaders. 
Models 7 or 8 for parts. Running or not, any 
condition. Worn out, wrecked, burnt or any 
parts of. Will haul from any location. Call 330-
696-1399. Leave message.
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punchlines

If bears carried pocketbooks 
By John Kasun

A writer with more than  
30 years of experience, John 
Kasun, a lifelong Pennsylva-
nian, looks for the humor in 
everyday life and then tells a 
story from that perspective. 
He is a member of Valley 
Rural Electric Cooperative.

I have personally encountered a 
bear with cubs in the wild and know 
firsthand just how frighteningly 
aggressive they can be. It is not 
because they want to hurt you, their 
first instinct is to simply protect their 
young, and if that means hurting you, 
that’s OK with the bear. 

This instinct to protect one’s 
young is universal with all females 
— in both the animal kingdom and 
the human species — and is easily 
understood. However, at my age and 
even after 59 years of marriage, I still 
do not understand how this protective 
maternal instinct has been transferred 
to a woman’s pocketbook. 

Women have a special relationship 
with their pocketbook, not unlike 
mother and child or bear and cub, and 
in some ways it is even worse. For you 
men who have not yet learned this 
fact, try this simple test. Tell your wife 
you need to borrow her car keys for a 
minute and ask where her pocketbook 
is. I guarantee her response will be, 
“It’s in the bedroom. Just bring it to 
me, and I will get them for you.”  

It is not that you are not qualified 
to identify the keys. It’s that no one 
is allowed to look inside a woman’s 
pocketbook. As a matter of fact, that 
is one of the reasons I am in favor of 
a woman president. If she kept the 
national secrets in her pocketbook, I 
guarantee you no one would ever get 
to see them.

Another thing about a woman’s 

pocketbook is the 
weight. If your wife 
ever asks you to bring 
her pocketbook, be 
sure to bend at the 
knees and keep your 
back straight. I swear 
my wife’s pocketbook 
is heavier than my 
toolbox. Every time I 
pick it up, I ask, “What 
in the world do you 
have in this thing?” 
The response is always 
the same: “Just a few things I may 
need.”  

My remarks about my wife’s 
pocketbook get me in trouble 
periodically as she fails to see the 
humor. The other day, for example, 
we could not find a parking space at 
the doctor’s office, and as we drove 
around the block, my wife became 
increasingly concerned about being 
late for her appointment. 

“I know what,” I said. “Let’s just put 
the car in your pocketbook, and we 
can save money on the meter.”  

Personally, I thought that was pretty 
clever, but my wife didn’t even smile. 
The fact that she did not speak to me 
for the next hour was an indication 
that she did not think it was funny 
and was a good sign how sensitive she 
is about her pocketbook. 

Have you ever noticed the size of 
women’s pocketbooks? Some of those 
things are huge with pockets inside and 
outside and straps, buckles, and zippers 
at every conceivable location. I went 
on an elk hunt in Idaho recently, and 
my backpack which had everything I 
needed for 10 days, including food, was 
smaller than some of the pocketbooks I 
see women carry at the mall. 

However, I must admit that with 
their pocketbook in hand, women 
seem to be prepared for everything. 
On a picnic last year, someone cut 
themselves on a protruding nail on 
a picnic table. Before you could call 
911, three pocketbooks flew open, 
producing antiseptic, hand sanitizer, 
a needle and thread, Band-Aids of 
various sizes and shapes, rubber 
gloves, a scalpel, aspirin, a surgical 
mask, cold compresses, and even a 
small hammer to bend down the nail. 
It was an amazing sight to behold. 

At this point in my life I have 
accepted the fact that I will never 
understand the relationship between a 
woman and her pocketbook. For me, 
it will forever be one of life’s mysteries, 
like the time-space continuum. How-
ever, there is one thing for which I 
am thankful, and that is that bears do 
not carry pocketbooks. If they did, the 
world would be a truly scary place. a

In life there are teddy bears, and 
there are real bears. Teddy bears 
are cute and cuddly. Real bears are 

powerful, not cuddly, and in the case 
of a female bear, extremely defensive 
when her cubs are threatened.
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ruralreflections

More favorite photos

We featured winners of the 2021 Rural Reflections 
contest in January and awarded each of the pho-
tographers $75. This month, we present the 2021 

runners-up, each of whom wins $25.
Amateur photographers are encouraged to send photos to 

Penn Lines Photos, P.O. Box 1266, Harrisburg, PA 17108-1266. 
Include your name, address, phone number and the name of 
your electric cooperative.

Photos submitted in 2022 will be returned in early 2023 if 
you include a self-addressed, stamped envelope. a






